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Back some distance inland, where the slope is gentle, the winds were less levere. At sea, also, these continental drainage winds decreased in ntensity with increase of distance from shore, and ceased altogether at a listance of about 300 kilometers (187 miles), where the westerlies became iffective. Obviously, therefore, this particular station was located in one >f the windiest places in the world—in an aerial cataract where the cold Irainage air of the ice plateau rushes down a steep coastal slope to the sea. Similar winds of varying intensity, and irregular duration, are •eported all along the Antarctic border, from every inland station, and rom end to end of every exploring trail. Clearly, then, the winds of Antarctica, though due essentially to cooling, nevertheless, because of he extensive area they cover, belong also to those great circulations hat are strongly influenced by earth rotation, and therefore constitute in important part of the general circulation of the atmosphere, under vhich head they will again be considered.
VIND DUE TO SIMULTANEOUS ADJACENT LOCAL HEATING AND LOCAL
COOLING
Thunderstorm Winds.—Shortly, say twenty minutes or so, before he rain of a thunderstorm reaches a given locality the wind at that place, generally light, begins to die down to an approximate calm and to change ts direction. At first it usually is from the south or southwest in the ixtratropical portion of the northern hemisphere; from the north or lorthwest in the corresponding portion of the southern, and in both nore or less directly across the path of the storm itself. After the change, t blows for a few minutes rather gently, directly toward the nearest portion of the storm front, and finally, as the rain is almost at hand, tbruptly, and in rather violent gusts, away from the storm and in the ;ame direction, roughly, that it is traveling, a direction that usually liffers appreciably from that of the original surface wind. Generally his violent gusty wind lasts only through the earlier portion of the listurbance, and then is gradually, but rather quickly, succeeded by a ;omparatively gentle wind, which, though following the storm at first, requently, after an hour or so, blows in the same general direction as he original surface wind.
The chief cause of these and all other winds peculiar to the thunder-torm, except those within the cumulus cloud itself, is the juxtaposition >f warm air, immediately in front of the rain, and a column, or sheet, of jold air, through which the rain is falling. How this temperature dis-ribution is established, and what the results are, will be explained ater in the chapter on the thunderstorm.

